USFS LEOs INTIMIDATE VOTER
REGISTRATION EFFORTS

USFS LEO CHARGES LOCAL
SENIOR CITIZEN WITH
THEFT OF GOVT PROPERTY:
LEOs Demand Removal of Mark Potts for Sheriff election sign on “their land “
vote and gathering signatures for 300 GALLONS OF WATER
The Question:
the recall of a county supervisor.”
Who Sent Them?

On Thursday, May 1st, four

U.S. Forest Service law
enforcement agents swooped
at once upon a voter registration drive at Four Corners
along Rattlenake Road,
Hayfork. At approximately
1pm four militarized SUVs
pulled up and all four agents
jumped out at once in a raid
like maneuver. Hayfork
resident Diane Richards was
standing on the roadside
with a clipboard as a stocky

LEO walked aggressively and quickly
up to her yelling in
a gruff tone “What’s
going on here?!”...
Instantly her mastiff
dog which had been
sleeping in the shade under
a truck rushed between him
and her placing her muzzle
near his crotch without
growling or barking. He
demanded to know if the
140 pound dog was attacking or being aggressive but
was assured she was not.
He and the other officers
demanded to know what the
two were doing. The reply
was “Registering people to

Richards asked them, “Are you
impeding the election process?”
They demanded that an election
sign be taken down saying it was
“their land”. Local resident Josh
Van Leeuwen called the local
volunteer fire chief for assistance
as the sign belonged to local sheriff deputy Mark Potts running for
County Sheriff. His campaign
manager was immediately notified as it is a misdemeanor under
state law to remove any election
signs without permission. We requested of the LEOs for ID cards
but they said they had none.
Meanwhile, the LEOs continued
to remain on the site intimidating people from coming by since
most people thought a “bust” was

continued on pg 7

BLM TO “WITHDRAW” TRINITY RIVER
FROM MINING ACTIVITIES
In what continues to be an onslaught
against the use of local resources by Trinity
County residents, the BLM Director Jennifer
Mata informed a select committee of the Trinity Collaborative that over 3000 acres running
along the Trinity River will be “de-mineralized” or “withdrawn” from use for any mining
activities. Many local residents have had their
vocation of dredging taken by the State of
California moratorium while it is challenged
in court. This action by the BLM along the
Trinity River will make ALL mining activities prohibited, even panning. Mata stated the
reason for the withdrawal is to preserve the
restored condition of the river. Alex Cousins,
Director of the Trinity County River Conservation District, concurred with the intent.
Mata cited erosion from mining as the cause

of deterioration of the river. Trinity Collaborative member Diane Richards disputed that any
recent mining efforts cause erosion due to the
strict state guidelines all mining must adhere
to including restoring all sites to original
status once complete. No new claims will be
allowed along this long stretch and existing
claims will have to pass a “validity test”. This
withdrawal process was begun on August
2013 and public comment period has expired.
It remains unclear what if anything can be
done by local residents and the Collaborative to halt this taking of our resources by the
BLM. This means if dredging activities are
restored by California courts and legislature,
miners will not be able to use this long section along the Trinity River. Local miners are
incredulous that this is happening at all.

Rattlesnake Spring pipe located in far left corner of photo

On the morning of April 13 Ob Cavanaugh, a Hay-

fork resident, was filling his water tank in the back
of his small pick up truck as he has for decades at
the Rattlesnake Spring aong Highway 36. USFS
Law Enforcement officer Harrison stopped him and
cited him with theft of governement property, namely
300 gallons of water. Mr. Cavanaugh must appear in
Federal court to face this possible criminal conviction
in Redding. This spring site was created by CalTrans
long ago when Highway 36 was built in order to reroute water from running across the road. CalTrans
put in several pipes and local residents have been
using this waste water source for household purposes for decades. In fact, it is the only water source
for many. This water continually falls alongside the
roadway as waste water. There was a hose attached
to the pipe that facilitated such filling for local residents but it was cut off and destroyed. Mr. Cavanuagh
intends to fight this charge in court. The ticket states
he will have a criminal conviction on his record if
found guilty. The ticket states that the offense violates
TITLE 18 USC 641: Public money, property or
records: Whoever embezzles, steals, purloins, or
knowingly converts to his use or the use of another, or without authority, sells, conveys or disposes
of any record, voucher, money, or thing of value

continued on page 7
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Letters to the Editor
Thank You!

I am writing this letter to the citizens of Trinity
County that has/had helped me
through the difficult time that
I experienced in the last year.
Diane Richards wrote an excellent article in the last edition of
the gazette, gathered a cleanup
crew to help me to abate the issues and found someone who
donated $100 to help with
the cleanup. Thanks to Kay
Graves and her daughters
(who don’t even know me) for
going out and cleaning up my
yard. I also would like to thank
the couple who came out and
cleaned up part of my back
yard and bagged up most of
the garbage that was there ( I
only met briefly, and can’t remember their names PLEASE
FORGIVE ME). The good
news is that my case was totally DISMISSED (I think the
article helped). I am now totally out of that house and am
starting to get my life back on
track. I want to say that Trinity
County is a gorgeous place to
live and I will miss all the wonderful people and the wildlife.
I have a lot of great memories
that I have taken with me and
will remember fondly and often. My son, his wife and 2
adorable grandchildren still
live there so I will visit when
possible. Again I wish to thank
everyone that helped me - please forgive me if I forgot
someone as I may have. What
EVERYONE did was VERY
much appreciated and won’t
be forgotten anytime soon!!
Thank you again! I am hoping
to come back to Trinity County and visit soon.
Thanks
Donna Davis

ty Clerk/Recorder/Assessor. You
were kind enough to publish a
previous letter from me after
my husband and I discovered
that our addresses on the Voter Registration Rolls had been
changed without our knowledge
or consent. The State Elections
Code states that this information is not to be changed except
after receipt of a signed affidavit
from the voter. The fact that our
information had been changed
meant that our signatures on a
recall petition were not counted;
that petition was disqualified
for lack of qualified signatures.
I have met Ms. Pini and find
her to be an honest individual.
She has assured me that if she is
elected, her staff will be trained
to recognize voter registration
fraud, and the practice of changing voter information without a
signed affidavit will no longer be
allowed to occur.
Gail Gooding
Hayfork

Lies &
Censorship
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either. Nor was he hanged!
Lewiston people placed a tombstone on the Lewis grave two years ago
now; yet there has still never been a retraction, nor any kind of apology at all from
the Trinity Journal. Well I realize now that
my discovery of the Lewis grave embarrassed Weaverville for being the quaint,
selfish and twisted, lying little rip-off town
that it really is; but clearly they had a plan
to get even with me for this. And believe
me; they got me good!
Just prior to placing the tombstone
at the Lewis gravesite up in Oregon these
selfish, scum liberals here in Lewiston
tried to grab the tombstone donations
during the takeover of the Schoolhouse
Library in 2012. I was recovering from
surgery on my esophagus during this time
when I submitted a letter of condemnation
to the Journal in which I identified various Democrats and felons here in town
as the pathetic, drunken, (and disbarred)
thieves and drug addicts that they truly are.
In hindsight though: I probably shouldn’t
have become involved in this matter because I was still learning how to ‘breathe
again’ and was in no physical condition
to invite any kind of stress into my life.
Yet I was unaware at the time that Trinity
Journal reporter Sally Morris had reported
in one of her writings that I had become
an officer on the library board of directors!
Of course; nothing could be further from
the truth because I’ve never had anything
to do with the library, nor any other organization in this backwards county.
Two weeks later I was sued by a
handful of scum liberals here in this town.
In just a matter of days my stress level
and anger caused an infection to spread all
through my esophagus resulting in profuse
bleeding from my mouth for weeks; along
with thoughts of impending death. I had to
abandoned my research business of some
20 years now and I’ve earned no income
at all since 2011. It’s the first time in more
than 40 years that I have no income. Plus;
I have still not fully recovered from my
illness and this bogus lawsuit against me is
still ongoing! The only thing I am guilty
of here was in “proving” that Weaverville
lies and that the liberal Democrats in this
county are also a bunch of scum liars.
And then, when I attempted to inform
people here about what has happened to
me over the past couple of years; my letter
to the Trinity Journal was flatly rejected!
Weaverville censorship is “un-American”
and precisely the very reason we should
all be grateful to editor Diane Richards of
Hayfork for publishing the Trinity Gazette. I realize there are some here now
who would like the Gazette to be “banned”
because it does not espouse to their own
perverted and immoral lifestyles, or others
who simply won’t even consider the possibility of Jews being murdered by Nazi
queers; but there are still many of us here
who want access to “the truth,” irregardless of how many dishonest lawyers and
judges in Weaverville are held accountable
for their dirty deeds. I consider Superior
Court Judge Elizabeth Johnson to be the
most deceitful woman I’ve encountered in
life; and quite possibly the most dishonest judge in Trinity County history. You
Weaverville people really know how to
pick them.

“Let’s rebuild Trinity County?” That is
absurd! Why don’t we just ‘finish’ what was
started here a hundred and fifty years ago?
Lewiston still doesn’t have any law enforcement over here. What the hell is Keith Groves
referring to- “Rebuild Trinity County?” The
current supervisor for the first district, Judy
Pflueger, is by far the worst supervisor we’ve
had here in the three decades I’ve lived in this
district. Aside from “assisting” in the takeover
of our library; Supervisor Pflueger has all
but ignored Lewiston for the past seven years.
And now they want us to elect another Trinity
Center supervisor? I don’t think so. Lewiston gets nothing from a Trinity Center supervisor. Absolutely nothing! When I first came to
Trinity County Lewiston had a population of
around 800 people; and for a period of time
we did indeed have a resident deputy. But
we also had an elderly population living here
back then. These were people who had accomplished something with their lives and came
here to retire and live out their days in peace.
So Weaverville decided back then that Lewiston really didn’t need a resident deputy. And
most of us agreed. But that was 30 years ago
now, and things have changed a bit. The population of Lewiston has nearly doubled since I
first moved here. Most of those ‘retired folks’
who were here back then have died off now;
and many of them have been replaced by unaccomplished relatives who have come here with
their addictions and their food stamp cards all
geared up to “inherit” a new life here in Lewiston. Problem is; most have no accomplishments at all and many of them barely have high
school educations. Some are in ‘mid-life’ and
yet they don’t even have their own vehicles. (
Still driving around on grandma’s lawnmower!) Truth is: this new generation of moochers here can’t afford their current situations
and our community is turning into a trashy
rathole. Properties are being ‘trashed out’ at
an alarming rate and the use of meth has nearly
reached epidemic proportions here. Our town
is just full of meth heads, tweekers and thieves.
We’ve got at least four meth dealers over here
now and no law enforcement at all! There is
blatant drug dealing right out in the open during the middle of the day. The authorities in
Weaverville have completely failed Lewiston
in a very big way; especially the sheriff’s department. We’ve even got ‘knife fights’ going
on over here now at our only dinner house in
town: no cops, and quite frankly; people just
don’t even want to go there anymore. The bars
here use to be full of fun, hard working logging
families; but all we’ve got here now are sleazy,
drunken, disbarred lawyer types, meth dealers
and Democrat tweekers with melted brains.
Lewiston needs a sub-station here
and we want our own full-time deputy. Give
us a Barney Fife! He doesn’t need a bullet;
he doesn’t even need a gun. But we need a
deputy here with eyes and ears. We are the
closest Trinity County community to Redding
and we’re sick and tired of dealing with selfish,
incompetent Weaverville. The “authorities”
there shame our county and I’ve never seen
such poor law enforcement anywhere in the
world. If Shangri-Law can’t deal with these
scum meth dealers, then maybe we need some
Shariah law over here. And by the way:
while visiting businesses up in Trinity Center
I’ve learned from the people there that they’ve
also got a big meth problem. They’ve got
dirtbags cooking up meth in the Coffee Creek
area: and law enforcement there is virtually
non existent! Rebuild Trinity County? Too
much wine!		
Steve Lindsey

Weaverville has been publishing
lies about Lewiston for more than
100 years now and seldom do they
ever follow up with retractions or
apologies. This is why I finally
stopped reading the Trinity Journal
around Thanksgiving last year.
Ironically enough; the very first
publication of “Trinity Gazette”
appeared just days later. Go figure.
So maybe this is a good opportunity now to correct some of these
lies that have been published over
the years about Lewiston and the
people who live here.
First of all: the man that
Lewiston adopted its name from,
Benjamin Franklin Lewis, was
never “hanged” for stealing a horse
in Southern Oregon. The Trinity
Journal reported in March of 1882
that Mr. Lewis was indeed hanged
for stealing a horse. This outright
lie tarnished Lewiston’s reputation
for more than a century and California history textbooks even idenRegarding the upcom- tified Lewiston as “the town named
ing elections, I write to recom- after a horse thief.” It wasn’t until
mend Firenza Pini for Coun- I located the Lewis grave in 2006
Northern Oregon were we able to
dispute this blatant Weaverville lie!
TRINITY GAZETTE
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HEALTHCARE DIRECTIVES,
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS
AND TRUSTS ARE WORTHLESS IN THIS COUNTY
I recently opened your April 16,
2014 Trinity Gazette and read the
letter from Steve Lindsay of Lewiston regarding Attorney, Elizabeth
Johnson of the law firm of “ the
defunct Wilkins, Johnson and Underwood”. Wow, I thought!, at least
I wasn’t singled out by this incompetent and snaky organization.
Trying to keep this short, I will first
introduce myself with a brief
history. I obtained full custody of
my children, from my first divorce
in 1984 and obtained full possession of my home in Lewiston. I am
a veteran of multiple branches of
the military and an honorary Citizen of this community since 1978.
I remarried in 1991 and purchased
another home in Lewiston, in 1992.
I estated my previous home, with
its contents to My Mother, Carmen
Jones who put that home in a Trust
for my children and I in 1997, as
sole Beneficiaries. She also listed
Me as Her sole successor Trustee
of Her Health-care and Financial
decisions, drafted by another local, long time attorney in town. I
divorced my last wife in 1996 and
obtained full custody of my children from this divorce, obtained
full possession of this home as
well. I have never been arrested for
any reason in my life.
In 2007, while cooking breakfast for my Mother, (who now had
developed dementia), The Trinity County Adult Protective Services (APS) and the Trinity County
Sheriff’s office (TCSO) stormed
my house and threw my mother to
the floor and forced medication in
my mother. Healed Her there until
drool was flowing from Her mouth,
then strapped Her to a wheelchair
and removed Her to the State of
Nevada. I never seen Her alive
again. I hired another local Attorney, in town to contest the EMERGENCY ARREST (signed by
Judge Woodward, who sighted no
emergency for said removal) of my
mother. Because it violated Her
most basic Civil Liberty Rights
and Her Powers of Attorneys for
Health-care Decisions. Judge
Woodward appointed Attorney
Elizabeth Johnson to represent My
Mother because attorney Elizabith’s
Johnson owed Trinity County
250,000.00 for a small business
loan, that She had defaulted on for
several months by this time and
needed resources to bring Her loan
current. In a subsequent Discovery
in the Emergency Arrest Case, I
discovered that the only reasons
for frauding My Mothers Healthcare Directives given by attorney,
Jeanette Palla (attorney Johnston’s
sister-in -law, working for the
Trinity County District Attorneys
Office, who was later fired from
there); 1)My Mother should be
removed because elderly persons

with dementia were becoming an
epidemic in this State, that the State
of Nevada could assume the responsibility of the long term healthcare of My Mother. 2) My brother’s
and sister were up-set that they
were not beneficiary’s of the Living Will or Trust of My Mother and
that this could be resolved because
they owed a substantial amount
of money to the State, for Aid to
Dependent Families, that would be
resolved, by the laundering of the
assets in the Estate, on their behalf,
by frauding the Health-care Directives of My Mother so as to resolve
their debt as well. 3) My home
could be used as a finanicial resource, by the State as a “Low
income residence” for the Trinity County Social Services. Additionally, that there were defects
intentionally inserted in the Estate
package, drafted by My Mothers
attorney, due to that attorney had
obtained advice by the families
Law firm (Wilkins, Johnston and
Underwood) which could be used
to “Vex” the sole Beneficiary and
Trustee of the Estate and Trust,
so as to be used to make the Legal work (Estate Package), of My
Mothers attorney “In affective”.
One of my brothers filed a bogus
Temporary Restraining Order
(TRO), with the help of the APS,
in response and retaliation to my
contesting the arrest of My Mother,
so as to obtain temporary control of
My House; it’s contents (of my first
marriage) and personal documents
of the Estate and Trust (which were
recorded anyway). This TRO (also
signed by Judge Woodward) was
thrown out several months later,
because it was disproved by the
testimony’s of the In-home Healthcare Workers, who were likewise
shocked by what was happening to
My Mother and I. In retaliation, the
In-home Health-care Workers, were
subsequently fired by APS for their
honest Court testimony. In TCC#
07PR017. Judge Woodward insisted
on hearing this Case because apparently, the other Judge would not
touch it, due to of all the multiple
problems and violations. Judge
Woodward Ruled at the conclusion
of the trial that He has to act in
the best interest of the State and not
the best interests of the individual
being restrained against Her will.
Naturally I appealed and was
threatened with the built-in defects
earlier described. With the bogus
T.R.O. thrown out. I hired another
attorney in Redding to regain possession of my home. In that ruling
I was threatened again with the
“defects” earlier described, however these alleged “defects” had
nothing to do with the “powers of
the Trustee of the Trust” which are
Me. Needless to say the Insurance
Company was very upset over the
vandalism or condition of the house
at that time.As Threatened allalong, I was then sued by the Court
appointed Trustees of the Estate
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(who Co-frauded the health-care
Murder in Trinity
directives of my Mother)for the
County
earlier mentioned built in alleged
defects. You might of guessed it.
Judge Woodward insisted on hear- On 11-24 my neighbors dug a grave
behind my house and told my fiance
ing this Case as well. During this
Trial; I, of-course proved who paid they were going to kill her and bury
her in it. An argument ensued and
for the House and it’s contents.
Furthermore My Mother’s attorney they threatened my life. I then got my
pistol and ordered them to stay out of
testified that I could not be sued
my yard. They then called their friends
for His work, because I am not an
in the Sheriffs Office and complained,
attorney and could not point out
and he cited me for brandishing a
in the “Estate Package” ,or defend weapon, although I never left my
the legal Terms of the Trust which
porch. I also never brandished my
allowed for His work to be done.
weapon or pointed it an anyone. My
Furthermore My attorney should
Fiance and myself repeatedly offered
have filed a motion to “Quash” the to take a polygraph, it only served to
Case, before this trial, due to His
anger the Deputy. He was trying to
“Deposition” before Trial, and that help his friends. A short timer later,
this Court had no “Jurisdiction”
one of the young men entered my yard
against Me for any alleged work of and tried to kill my dogs with a large
His. This attorney was immediately club, when my fiance intervened, he
interrupted by both counsels stating then attacked her. He barely missed
her head with club as she ducked. The
that “Who is going to pay for our
entire attack he continued to scream
attorney’s fees then ?”. Judge
Woodward stated at that time that; I that he was going to kill her. As my
neighbor and I got off my roof and ran
warned you not to embarrass My
to help her, the young man continued
Court, so I am removing you as
to scream that he was going to kill
Trustee of the Trust and secreting
her and my dogs. I called 911 but the
the entire trial testimony, that you
Deputy refused to even question the
cannot appeal my decision. I canyoung man. The incident has since
not remove you as sole beneficiary, been deleted from the Sheriff comwithout triggering an automatic
puter. Sheriff’s employees and others
appeal, however, if your are not in remember the incident, and I believe
possession, in effect, is the same as that tampeing with evidence will be
you being removed as beneficiary
the downfall of these individuals. New
because I’m ordering the House to Years Eve, 2013, the gag stood outbe sold for the attorney’s fees acside my gate and fired a rifle over my
crued. My Mother speciously died house, and repeatedly called for my
two weeks after this Ruling, which dogs to come out. The Sheriff refused
should of made this Case ineffectu- to send anyone out. The young men
ally moot. Because at that moment bragged that the Deputy was on their
side while one performed a lewd act.
in time, the Trust and Estate were
mine. Never-the-less, I am still not My neighbors continue to threaten the
allowed to live in my house, to this lives of my family and myself, and the
day. I filed complaints with the Cali- Sheriff continues to assist them.
Jessie Richard Battey
fornia and United States Attorney
Big Bar
Generals Office; The California Judicial Commissioners Office and the
California Bar Association. The
United States Appellate claimed
“adverse Diversity”; The State Appellate could not rule on the merits
of the Case because the Trial Testimony was secreted; both the California and United States Attorney
Generals Office stated that they are
reactant to get involved with local
“A revolution is coming — a
affairs unless I can produce the Trial revolution which will be peaceful
Transcript (Trial Testimony); and
if we are wise enough; compasthe California Judicial Commission- sionate if we care enough; sucers office, mirrored the decisions of
cessful if we are fortunate enough
the C.A.J. Office, adding that it is
— But a revolution which is comthere duty to prevent the discrediting whether we will it or not. We
ing of the lower Court Judges. I do
can affect its character; we cannot
know that; Judge Woodward was
alter its inevitability.” --Robert
somehow sent home with a spanking Kennedy
and the now Judge Johnston is continuing to make Orders in the Case
without any notice to Me. Attorney,
Johnston was heavily supported, in
running for Judge, by the Trinity
County Social Services. NO DUA!.
So Steve Lindsay and whoever this
applies. YOU ARE NOT ALONE!
WHAT THE HECK IS WRONG
WITH THIS PLACE!
Raymond P. Harris,
Lewiston, Ca. for over 30 yrs
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Accounting From Veterans Affairs
Demanded

Sen. Chuck Grassley of Iowa is asking for a full accounting
of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs inspector general’s
investigation into the emerging allegations of excessive
delays in medical care at veterans facilities in at least three
states. The allegations are that some veterans died while
awaiting treatment. Grassley asked the Acting Inspector
General Richard Griffin to provide him and his staff with
information about the scope of his current investigation, how
he intends to review the processes at VA medical facilities
nationwide, and the timeline of his review. Grassley also
asked to be kept informed as the investigation progresses.
The Veterans Affairs allegations began with the Phoenix,
Arizona, Veterans Affairs medical center. Allegations of
equally would provide to each resident
similar problems then emerged about Veterans Affairs faciliover $6,000 annually. Property taxes in
Trinity County continue to rise due to the ties in Colorado and Texas. Senator Doug LaMalfa’s office
present Assessor Deanna Bradford increas- has been attempting to assist veterans through the stonewall
ing assessments by the full 2% allowed by to receive benefits and service from the Veterans Dept. within
law even though almost all other counties California.
in California have seen a decrease in assessment values due to market conditions. House Committee Passes Endangered
The county has been seizing people’s prop- Species Act Reforms Requiring
erties for non-payment of taxes while the
surplus fund grows and enrichens invest- Transparency & Local Input
ment brokers. The portion of the budget alWashington, DC – Rep. Doug LaMalfa (R-CA) today voted in
located to Public Protection is $14 million
favor of a package of bills that update and reform the Enand yet, of that slice divided the Sheriff’s
dangered Species Act by requiring transparency, increasing
Dept. is unable to provide sufficient patrols
local input and provide public access to documents. While the
for the residents. Only 9% of the budget
federal government often conducts expensive studies on speis spent on the Sheriff’s Dept. while most
cies proposed for listing under the ESA, it regularly refuses to
California counties spend 12% or more of
provide those materials to the public in impacted areas.
the budget. Tehama for example spends
“I’m pleased to support commonsense reforms move the
16% on the Sheriff’s budget. 43% of the
Endangered Species Act into the 21st century, increase local
budget is being spent on Social Services.
involvement in species decisions and limit the costs of lawThat is nearly half of the $84 million in the
suits designed to make attorneys rich, not protect the environbudget. Many of those expenses are in adment,” said LaMalfa. “When the federal government limits
minstrative costs = employees. In addition
Americans’ access to public lands, their ability to conduct
the county pays out $1 million each year
continued on page 7 business and even use their own property, the it shouldn’t take
a subpoena to receive the documents use to make those decisions.”- H.R. 4315, the “21st Century Endangered Species
Transparency Act,” requires that data used by federal agencies
for ESA listing decisions be made publicly available and accessible through the Internet.
- H.R. 4316, the “Endangered Species Recovery Transparency Act,” requires the Administration to track and make
available online the millions of taxpayer dollars being spent
on ESA-related litigation to give the American people clear
information about the time and resources currently used to address ESA-related lawsuits.
- H.R. 4317, the “State, Tribal, and Local Species Transparency and Recovery Act,” enhances state, local, and tribal
involvement in ESA decisions by ensuring that the federal
government considers input and data provided by these entities- H.R. 4318, the “Endangered Species Litigation Reasonableness Act,” limits taxpayer-financed attorney fees to
help ensure that resources for species protection are focused
more on species than on lucrative legal fees. It puts in place
the same reasonable hourly caps on attorney fees used in
another federal law, the Equal Access to Justice Act.

Trinity County Finances Leave
Many Questions by Public
Questions are being asked of the county

Supervisors and financial officers: Why
is there over $35 million in a “Surplus
Fund”? Why is it not being used to
restore free and clear title to the County
Courthouse and Juvenile Center and
eliminate the 8.5% interest fees having to be paid for an illegal “bond”?
Why is the fund invested so poorly at
0.165 % returns? For example, CalPERS claims that their invested returns
are at 12% annual return. The truth is,
this fund has been growing at over $1
million per year. The investment scheme
pays commissions to brokers and fees
to others involved in its “management”
if it can be called that. In addition the
county used a $3 million line of credit
for budget shortages paying fees and
interest while this fund grows. A surplus
fund should only represent 10 to 20 %
of the annual budget claim economists.
In addition, the county budget for last
year was over $84 million. Where is that
money being spent? That sum if divided

More Counties Organizing for Jefferson
10th Amendment can and will protect
the new State of Jefferson from intrusion by federal government. But, ultimately, Baird said it is liberty he seeks.
“Now it is your turn to pursue liberty,”
he told the crowd. In getting down to

By Liz Bowen
Jefferson News Service.com

Supporters of the 51st State of Jefferson are stepping up to the plate as more
folks decide withdrawal from the State
of California is a must. So far, four county boards of supervisors have approved
a “Declaration to withdraw from the
State of Jefferson.” They are: Siskiyou,
Modoc, Glenn and Yuba. More county
committees are organizing expanding
to a dozen that are now working to join
the State of Jefferson. Leaders from the
central Jefferson Declaration Committee continue to hold Town Hall meetings throughout the North State encouraging Jefferson County Committees.
Lead Jefferson spokesman Mark Baird
said, “The goal is to explain to county
boards of supervisors why they should
approve a Declaration to withdraw from
the State of California.” Each committee works to publicize the facts and to
encourage support from the masses.
“California is $419 billion in debt and it is
sinking,” adds Baird. “We have no real
representation from our elected officials. Northern California elects three
out of 80 seats in the assembly and only
two out of 40 seats in the state senate.
That is not equal representation.”
Baird continues, “Over regulations
are crushing the economy. California
has the highest sales tax in the nation.
California state gas taxes are 53 cents
per gallon. Five percent of businesses
are leaving the state each year. It is
time for the 51st State of Jefferson.”
Placer
County
After an April 17th Nor-Cal Tea Party
Patriots and Jefferson Town Hall in Auburn, an enthusiastic group decided it
was time to organize the Placer County
Committee. Ginny Ripinni along with
Steve and Diana Baird spearheaded the
Town Hall meeting and are the current
committee leaders. Ironically, Steve and
Diana Baird are not closely related to
Mark Baird, but they are just as enthusiastic. You can connect with the committee on facebook at Placer County for
State of Jefferson. If you want to help
in Placer County, call Ripini at 209613-0707 or Bairds at 530-906-4741.
Trinity
County
Mark Baird, Robert Smith and Kayla
Brown spoke at a Town Hall in Weaverville on May 3rd. Terry Rapoza opened
the meeting with prayer and appreciation for Veterans and soldiers. Baird ex-

Kay Graves, Candidate for Supervisor
District 1 & Terry Rapoza
VFW Hall - Weaverville

plained that the process being utilized
for splitting from California is legal
through the U.S. Constitution Article
4 Section 3. He added that utilizing the

Mark Baird addresses Trinity attendees
John Hamilton, left

some of the nitty-gritty of governance,
Baird said a new state constitution will
provide each county with the lion’s
share of the power. Counties will be
governed by “the people” and at the
state level, the “legislature will be parttime.” “No,” Baird said that a Constitution has not been written, yet he and
others are giving it much thought. But,
the Constitution will be written and
presented during a Constitutional Convention, which is yet a ways down the
road to statehood. First, the Jefferson
movement must continue to grow.
Rob Oakley agreed to take the lead in
organizing the Trinity Jefferson Committee. He can be contacted at 530-6284377. There is also a Trinity County for
State of Jefferson on facebook.
Lassen County
Terry and Sally Rapoza presented the
Jefferson Declaration and statehood
project to the Lassen Co. Tea Party
Patriots in Susanville on May 13 with
more than 100 people attending.“The
enthusiasm was amazing,” reported
Terry, who said that Joe Turner is
taking the lead for the Jefferson Committee. His phone number is 530-5139664. A facebook page “Lassen County
for the State of Jefferson” should also
be available.
Tehama County
Tom Knorr, the lead for the Tehama
Committee, has been working hard
with supporters to push a “yes” on
Measure A in the June 3rd election. The
Tehama County Supervisors decided
to give the decision to the voters and
placed approval of the “Declaration to
withdraw from the State of California”
on the ballot. The Tehama Jefferson
Committee built a “sinking ship” float
depicting a falling California for the
Red Bluff Rodeo Parade. It has since
been shared and featured in the Cottonwood Rodeo Parade on May 10th
and the Redding Rodeo Parade on May
17th, both in Shasta County.
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A Jefferson State Town Hall was held in
Corning on May 10th with Mark Baird,
Robert Smith, Kayla Brown and Terry
Rapoza sharing additional information.
“It’s looking pretty good,” said Tom,
“We are trying to get into newspapers.
We are attending social events and we
have a ‘Vote for Measure A’ on the Lassen Medical digital display.”
Tom added that “Wear it Wednesday” is

popular “Tehama County for the
State of Jefferson” facebook page
and check out “Jefferson State News”
on facebook for broader information.
Del Norte County
Aaron Funk and the Del Norte Committee have been working hard to get
the ballot measure passed on the June
3rd election. Unfortunately, the local
newspaper has not been supportive
and the SEIU Union organization
is fighting the Jefferson State idea.
Unions have dedicated over $35,000
to publically fight the Measure and
spew false information. But Funk
and the Committee have not slowed
their efforts. They printed 5,000
informational brochures, written
Letters to the Editor, set up tables
at businesses asking for “support
Leaders of the Lake County Jefferson
signatures” and attended many local
Committee, Truman and Sheryl Bernal,
and social meetings. Funk said he is
drove nearly four hours to support
hopeful Del Norte County voters will
the Town Hall in Trinity County. Lake
approve the Declaration.
County is holding its first Town Hall
A website dedicated to the State of
July 11th. Find more info on Lake
Jefferson posts new articles daily.
County on the Internet: JeffersonDeFind it at: Jefferson Declaration.
claration.net
amazing as green “State of Jefferson”
net. Also radio “News in Jefferson
shirts can be seen throughout the county. Country” can be found on the web
Also folks are riding their horses into
at: Jefferson News Service.com and
town carrying State of Jefferson flags.
on KSYC 103.9 fm from Yreka, CA
And, “yes” the committee is expecting
and KSIZ 102.3 fm radio from Mt.
a win. Tom said it will be a big celebra- Shasta.
tion on June 3rd. Find out more on their

Matt Heath, candidate for State Assembly visits Trinity Center during Town Hall meeting, Diana Sheen, left, Firenza Pini, right
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terol, and joint inflamation. Due to previously
prescribed pharmaceuticals I was retaining a lot
that at work). Owing to a misunderstanding in of water and was very overweight. I used the
1st in a Series of Interviews:
the prescribed amount to take, I used the first
3 teaspoons of the oil daily with no change in
Trinity County Patients
bottle of elixir in one week. I was taking two
diet or exercise and I began to feel better right
droppers-full of elixir each time, when I should away. When my gout flared, I simply soothed
Yvonne - I first noticed a lump in my left
have been taking two full drops. There was no the area with the lotion and the pain stopped on
breast early in ‘06, but did not have the money
euphoria or ‘high’ even at that massive overcontact and the gout was gone within 3 days! I
to visit the doctor, never mind treat it, so I let
dose,
and
it
was
comforting
to
know
that
it
is
lost weight even though I continued to eat ice
it be: I’d live or die. After 5 years I assumed
not
poisonous
in
overdoses.
The
same
certainly
cream daily as well as other fatty foods which I
it was benign, although it continued to grow
slowly. In December ‘11 I learned of a program cannot be said of chemotherapy and radiation. craved. Within 6 months, I had lost 25 pounds
The active spreading of my cancer stopped at
and the weight continued to come off until I felt
offering free diagnosis, and after a biopsy I
once. Before the elixir, I could feel a burning
like lightning in a bottle! I felt that the oil supplewas officially diagnosed as having a mucinous
sensation
in
my
healthy
cells
as
the
cancer
cells
ment maintains one’s lymph glands and nodes.
carcinoma (cancer), in clinical stage 3A (I also
took
over,
and
this
ceased
immediately.
In
adIt seemingly allows the body to turn fat into
had lumps in the lymph nodes under my left
dition, the cancer is receding, very slowly but
muscle, much like a “Fountain of Youth”. Before
arm). I was prescribed chemotherapy, radical
surely:
I
can
tell
because
the
breast
has
more
I was a walking disaster, could barely walk from
mastectomy and radiation, but did not proceed
natural movement returning to it, as opposed to the gout. I had burned myself at a campfire and
with them, despite a letter from the diagnosing doctor telling me I would die if I did not go the immobile solidity of the cancer mass. Also, I put some of the lotion over the burn and within
the increased pain which began in November
24 ours there was new skin beneath the burn
ahead with the treatment. It seemed to me the
‘13 ceased as soon as I started using the topical healing differently than I have ever seen before.
conventional treatments addressed symptoms
lotion, even before I started taking the elixir.
It also took the heat and pain away immediately.
more than curing the disease, with questionMy eye sight has improved and my opthamoloable success at that. Since I am lucky enough to Nearly 2 weeks ago I noticed a pea-sized
tumor
at
the
bottom
of
the
larger
lumps
under
gist confirmed improvement of vision in my left
have a slow-growing cancer, I spent the years
my
arm,
which
was
painful.
When
I
applied
eye. In fact, my doctor of many years did not
since diagnosis researching my condition and
even recognize me! He wanted to know what
alternative treatments. I have tried many differ- the topical lotion specifically on that spot, it
stopped
hurting
at
once,
and
shrivelled
up
in
could have caused it and I told him I was taking
ent treatments within my very limited budget
under a week. The cost of cancer treatment is
a cannabis elixir for two years. I cannot express
which, from my research, have been successsomething
to
which
I
am
particularly
sensitive,
how the weight loss and youthful feeling has
ful for other people. Unfortunately they did not
since
I
live
perilously
close
to
the
poverty
line.
given me my life back.
work for me. In the summer of ‘13 the cancer
on my breast started noticeably shrinking. At the I am still using the original lotion container I
time, I was combining acupuncture, chiropractic first bought, and there is probably a quarter of
the bottle left. I have been using the second
kinesiology (food-based cure through muscletesting) and working through emotional traumas bottle of elixir, at the correct dosage, for over
in my past. Unfortunately, in November ‘13 the 3 weeks, with a quarter of the bottle still left. I
do not earn enough to be able to afford to pay
cancer suddenly spread radically through the
rent, if I don’t work I don’t eat, and yet I can
left breast, and became markedly more painafford this treatment. It is making a noticeable,
ful. This happened not long after I had to stop
benevolent difference to my cancer, in just a
the treatments because my seasonal job ended,
and I could no longer afford them. I believe the short time. Although in an ideal world I would
take time off to recoup, I feel healthy and acstress of that was also a factor in the disease’s
tive, and can continue to work and earn my
spread. I heard about NEPE 14 from a friend,
living during treatment. There must be literally
and started using the topical lotion on the 3rd
thousands of women on chemotherapy who
April, adding the oral elixir on the 6th April. I
wish they could say the same.
am using the topical treatment twice a day, and
taking the elixir orally twice or three times per
day, depending on my work schedule (the elixir Gerard - In 2009 I was included in Richard
Brumfield’s case studies. I suffered from gout,
has to be stored in a cold place - the freezer
Richard Brumfield
was recommended - and I have no facilities for chronic arthritis, hypertension, high choles-

Trinity : Cancer Cure Capitol?

One Woman’s Point of View: A Healthcare Revolution
By Yvonne Storkey

I thought long and hard about suggesting in my last Point of View that Healthcare needed to be taken out of the financial system altogether. In many ways it
sounds impossibly naive, not to mention difficult to structure or manage. But then I realized that our whole society has to lift itself out of money being its central
and most important aspect, or our species (and all others) will become extinct. If the whole planet only has value as far as its resources can be sold to make more
money, then in a very short time we will finish the job of poisoning our air, water and food supplies beyond our ability to survive.
Healthcare is the perfect place to start in removing our culture’s focus on money. I don’t think the American people realize that they are being deliberately made ill
and kept ill in order for the pharmaceutical companies to make their next billion. Maybe people are so used to the long list of side-effects attached to any drug that
they discount them as ‘normal’. There is nothing normal about suppressing one symptom by causing half a dozen more. And what those side-effects mean is that
once you start taking drugs, the Drug Companies can keep giving you more drugs to treat the side-effects, in a self-perpetuating process. After all, how can a Drug
Company make money if the population is healthy? It is in their interest to make you ill and keep you there.
Ably assisting them in this goal is the FDA. The FDA is not here to protect the American people, it is here to promote the Drug Companies’ interests. Coincidentally, when top officials in the FDA finish their term of office, they almost inevitably walk into high-paying jobs in the pharmaceutical industry. Although
not elected by the American people, the FDA has nonetheless passed a law which says that only a drug can treat a disease. This means that if your friend recommends you take an orange to heal your scurvy, a disease of vitamin C deficiency, the FDA would say your friend is practising medicine without a licence, because
an orange is not a drug. The FDA could then imprison, fine, slander or legally harrass your friend into bankruptcy. Sounds unbelievable? Please believe it, because
it is happening every day, where dedicated people are finding herbal, plant and food cures for major ‘incurable’ diseases like cancer, AIDS, MS, and they are being
systematically persecuted, stamped out, or forced to practise their healing outside American territory. Their only crime is to have found something which works
better than a pharmaceutical drug, which the Drug Companies cannot patent and make money on themselves.
The reason why pharmaceutical drugs have such limited success, is 1) they are chasing symptoms, not finding causes, and 2) research is ‘reductionist’, focusing on
isolating individual elements and compounds, and recreating them artificially. The ‘simplest’ chemical reaction within the human body actually involves such a
vast mesh of interlocking effects and interdependencies, where the same chemical can have completely opposite properties at different points in the chain, that it
is hardly surprising a reductionist drug is simply inadequate to fit in, and causes more problems than it solves. Since it is the Drug Companies primarily funding
research, it is also unsurprising that reductionist methods are being perpetuated, even though they do not work.
Whole foods and herbs have been our natural source of sustenance and healing for millennia for a reason. The body is designed to keep itself healthy. Whole foods
and herbs contain the multi-diversity and complexity to help our bodies heal themselves.Even now, brave souls who are more interested in healing than the System, are finding food, herb and plant-based solutions to the major degenerative diseases like cancer, and the FDA is systematically ridiculing them or trying to
litigate them out of business. It is time we acknowledged the current healthcare paradigm is not working, and stopped permitting ourselves, friends and families to
suffer and die needlessly in the Drug Companies’ pursuit of power and wealth.

Feds Fence Off
Water from Cattle
— to protect a jumping
mouse!

By Rob Nikolewski
New Mexico Watchdog
SANTA FE — It hasn’t reached the feverpitch of the showdown involving Cliven
Bundy, but a handful of ranchers in southern New Mexico have locked horns with
the federal government. Their complaint?
Officials at the U.S. Forest Service have
fenced off access to water for the ranchers’ grazing cattle because the feds want
to protect the habitat of the meadow jumping mouse, which is expected to be listed
as an endangered species next month. The
Forest Service says it is worried cattle will
damage 23 acres along the Agua Chiquita
that includes a natural spring it says is essential the protect the ecosystem for the
mouse. Ranchers are angry the feds have
reinforced locks and fences to keep out
their cattle, thirsty from a long drought that
has hit New Mexico. Besides, they say, the
land belongs to a local rancher. “The Forest Service has no right to appropriate water under New Mexico law,” Blair Dunn,
an attorney for Otero County, told New
Mexico Watchdog. But the Forest Service
disagrees and says the fences have been in
place since the 1990s and the creek itself is
on federal property. “We’ve provided reasonable access to the water, even if there
is a water right on these sites,” Forest Supervisor Travis Moseley told KVIA-TV.
Tensions are rising. On Monday, Otero
County Commissioners voted 2-0 to authorize Sheriff Benny House to open the gate.
“I’ve never seen one of these mice, and
the Forest Service claims they caught one
last year,” Commissioner Tommie Herrell
told Reuters. The endangered listing for
the meadow jumping mouse comes after
a settlement was reached with WildEarth
Guardians in 2011. “The job of the Forest
Service is to balance uses for the greatest
good for the greatest number of Americans, not to provide subsidized grazing to
welfare ranchers,” WildEarth Guardians
posted on its Facebook page May 6. Otero
County resident Denise Lang said he hopes
the feds win the dispute. “This is the U.S.

Forest Service who is protecting the
sustainability of our forest,” Lang told
commissioners at Monday’s meeting.
Sheriff House has not acted yet. Instead, what’s being called a “facilitated
discussion” between the two sides has
been scheduled for Friday at the U.S.
Attorney’s office in Albuquerque to
try to come to a compromise. “Hopefully we can get something resolved
on Friday,” said House. “This is part
of a larger issue,” Dunn said. “There’s
a big, strong push, which comes from
the White House, to push grazing and
oil and gas uses off federal ground.
This incident here is just another example.” “The Forest Service will
continue to work to ensure all parties
involved understand that the fence is
fully compliant with state and federal
law,” the service said in a statement
released earlier this week. The Otero
County flare-up comes a month after Nevada rancher Cliven Bundy
squared off against officials at the
Bureau of Land Management. Bundy,
who has lost repeatedly in court, tends
his cattle on federal land. After the
BLM tried to round-up his cattle and
sparked a protest, the BLM stopped
the roundup and is considering what to
do next. In Utah, meanwhile, another
protest has popped up over the use of
ATVs on trails that go into Recapture
Canyon in the southeastern part of the
state that have deemed off-limits. Although Bundy ranch comparisons are
inevitable, one key distinction is that
the Otero County ranchers, unlike Mr.
Bundy, haven’t broken any laws. They
own the rights to the water under New
Mexico law, but the creek is within
the federally owned forest.
“The Forest Service is coming in and
saying, ‘We’re in charge of the water
and the water is part of the forest,’”
said Sheriff House. “It’s a control issue, and they’re trying to push the
rancher out. They’re using every excuse in the book. One area is a riparian area. One area is critical habitat.
One area might be for endangered
species.”

Josephine County Board Session
Cut Short After
Oath-Keeper Demonstration
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TRINITY-SHASTA USFS LEOs INTIMIDATE VOTERS
continued from pg 1

occurring upon seeing so many LEO vehicles. At 1:37 the voter drive
was cut short leaving three of the LEOs still on site. Trinity-Shasta Forest Supervisor Dave Myers said he intends to find out more and which
agents were involved. Residents in South Trinity have been harassed especially along State Highway 36 by rogue LEOs stopping livestock trailers without cause. In one case, they insisted that cattle bound for auction
be removed causing the loss of two heifers which were never recovered
which was quite a loss that was preventable. In another incident, a USFS
LEO demanded that 3 valuable competition cutting horses be unloaded
on Highway 36, a two lane narrow and dangerous high altitude road. The
owner refused the unreasonable request so the LEO unloaded the first
two horses himself then was reared upon by the third horse. After calling
the TCSO for backup to remove the 3rd horse, responding TCSO Deputy
Trujillo realized the risky situation and insisted the owner of the horses
reload them into the safety of the trailer. Sheriff Haney responded that he
was unaware of such actions by the USFS.

USFS LEO CHARGES LOCAL
SENIOR CITIZEN WITH THEFT OF
GOVT PROPERTY:

Continued from page 1

of the United States or of any department or agency thereof, or any
property made or being made under contract for the United States
or any department or agency thereof; or
Whoever receives, conceals, or retains the same with intent to convert it to his use or gain, knowing it to have been embezzled, stolen,
purloined or converted—
Shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten years,
or both; but if the value of such property in the aggregate, combining amounts from all the counts for which the defendant is convicted
in a single case, does not exceed the sum of $1,000, he shall be fined
under this title or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.
The word “value” means face, par, or market value, or cost price,
either wholesale or retail, whichever is greater.
Mr. Cavanaugh denies any theft and will challenge any value for
the waste water exists. He intends to fight this charge in court. Federal
law recognizes the use of natural resources by local residents from the
inception of Federal reserves.

Trinity County Finances Leave
Many Questions by Public
continued from page 4

in “compensated absences” meaning getting paid for not being at work
which was a negotiated benefit by the union representatives and is not a
required benefit. Many people cannot believe that the county budget is
over $80 million dollars. The proof can be found in County Adminstrator
Wendy Tyler’s opening letter of the 2013 Adopted Budget from last year:

The Josephine County Board of Commissioners Weekly business session was convened at 5:30 and adjourned at 5:48 p.m. Wednesday night
by Board Chair Cherryl Walker after a group of men and women, most
wearing Oath-Keeper T-shirts refused to take their seats. The meeting
began with a review of the county’s grant agreement of up to $50,000 for
the Sobering Center. Then, as has been the protocol during the Business
Session, the floor was opened to Requests/Comments from Citizens. The
first man, Tom Snider stepped to the microphone and the entire contingent of Oath-Keepers stood. He finished his remarks, dressing down the
board for failing to make BLM remove the gates the federal agency has
placed on forest roads, and as he sat, so did the crowd. The second citizen
to approach the public microphone was Rob Lee, who spoke on the same
topic, again with the Oath-Keepers standing. When Lee finished ChairIn addition, the unfunded liabilities of the CalPERS retirement benefits
man Walker acknowledged the Oath-Keepers message and instructed the burdens each county resident with over $2,000 of debt compared to other
crowd to remain seated so those not standing could see. The third citizen counties where the debt per citizen is $68. There is an unacceptable ratio
was Jack Swift and again the Oath-Keepers stood and Board Chair Walker of employees to residents of 38 to 1, the highest in the state and the uninstructed the time keeper to hold Mr. Swift’s time while she addressed the funded liabilities are growing each year by leaps and bounds due to being
crowd outlining the steps the Board had taken to have the gates removed unfunded. San Bernardino County has filed for bankruptcy with $143
and intimated progress was expected soon. Then she again instructed
million in unfunded pensions ( = $68 debt per resident) whereas Trinity
the crowd to take their seats. When none did, she adjourned the meeting County has $29 million in unfunded pensions indebting each resident,
with no votes taken. [Never mind that the allowable timber harvest on the man, woman and child at the rate of $2000 each! This is goverment gone
Rogue Siskiyou has been lowered to 6MM feet/ year.... nothing basically. wild. Every year the budget grows and the debt grows. That debt is carIt’s the new federal mantra: Burn baby Burn!]]
ried on the backs of each county resident. It’s time for a change.

MARK POTTS
FOR SHERIFF
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Philosophy- The United States Constitution is the very
foundation of the union. The county sheriff is required
by the Constitution to swear an oath to support and defend it. This is no small order. It is not a mere formality.
The reason the Founders ensured that executive officers
swear an oath to the Constitution and not to the government was to provide yet another check against tyranny
given their astute knowledge of the nature of men and
government.
Background1975-1980: United States Marine Corps Special Ops
Infantryman
1981-1985: Unites States Air Force. Aircraft mechanic,
multi-engine jets
1985-1988: United States Marine Corps Special Ops
Infantryman
1989-1998: United States Army Special Forces (Green
Beret). Retired upon completion of military career in
1998.
2000 to present: Trinity County and Mendocino County
Deputy Sheriff, Department of the Navy Police Officer
and Department of the Army Police Officer.
Education- My education, training and discipline is largely
a result of the diligence of my parents who believed that parents should be authority figures for as opposed to friends to
their children as is often the case these days. I didn’t much
appreciate that concept as a child, but I will forever be in
their debt for the love, support, guidance and discipline they
have given me over the years both as a child and as a grown
man. Their parenting was instrumental in providing me the
tools necessary to be successful in life and a responsible
member of society. My entire life from the age of 17, nearly
40 years, has been dedicated to public service. Our Founding Fathers were very wise and intelligent men. Many were
self-educated. I too have obtained a great deal of knowledge
through self-education above and beyond my formal education. My real world experience serving with and training
marines, soldiers, sailors and airmen the world over both
foreign and domestic is a journey that has been pivotal in
making me the man I am. Upon completion of a 23 year
military career I began a second career as a peace officer and
have served 14 years in that capacity. This experience has
further expanded my knowledge base and I continue to selfeducate. As a peace officer I earned my Advanced POST
Certificate in 2011.
Paid For By the Mark Potts For Sheriff Committee 2014

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or
abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the
right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition
the Government for a redress of grievances.
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